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Semisimplicity and Reduction of p-adic
Representations of Topological Monoids
Tomoki Mihara
Abstract
We give a criterion of the semisimplicity of a p-adic unitary representation of a
topological monoid by the reduction of the associated operator algebra.
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0 Introduction
Let k be a local field. The reduction of a unitary representation of a topological monoid
M over k does not preserve the irreducibility. It is because the reduction only reflects the
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action of the integral model k◦[M ] ⊂ k[M ]. We verify that the reduction with respect
to a larger integral model compatible with the operator norm preserves the simplicity of
a left module in Theorem 2.3. This is extended to the reduction of an operator algebra
associated to a semisimple unitary representation in Theorem 2.8 by the lifting of central
idempotents in Corollary 2.2, and gives a criterion of the semisimplicity of a p-adic
unitary representation of a topological module in Theorem 3.1.
This theory is a generalisation of the reduction theory of the spectrum of an operator
in [Mih]. The most essential technique of the reduction theory in [Mih] is a repetition
of reductions of an operator. A similar technique is also essential in this paper for the
calculation of the reduction of an operator algebra with respect to the suitable integral
model. We deal with the repetition of reductions in §3.1 and §3.2.
For a profinite group G, this theory connects the reduction of unitary representations
of G and the reduction of the p-adic unitary dual ˇG of G. In particular when M = Zp,
then its unitary dual is the open unit ball in Cp centred at 1 by Amice’s theory, and the
connection between two reductions corresponds to the compatibility of the reduction and
the Fourier transform.
We recall basic notions of p-adic Banach algebras and p-adic unitary representations
in §1. In order to observe a relation between the semisimplicity and the reduction of
Banach modules, we introduce the lifting properties of idempotents and decompositions
in §2. We apply the results of §2 to p-adic unitary representations of a topological module
in §3. Finally we observe the relation between our theory and the p-adic unitary dual of
the profinite group together with an example on Amice’s theory of Fourier transform Zp
in §4.
1 Preliminaries
We recall basic notions of p-adic Banach algebras and p-adic unitary representations.
Here “unitary” means that the action preserves the integral structure give as the unita
ball. In particular a unitary representation of a group is isometric, and then there is no
ambiguity. However, we also deal with a unitary operator of a monoid, and it is just
submetric in general.
1.1 Banach Algebra
Let A be a ring. A ring is assumed to be associative and unital, but not necessarily to
be commutative. A ring homomorphism is assumed to be unital. For an S ⊂ A, we
denote by (S , A)′ ⊂ A the subring of elements t with st = ts for any s ∈ S . If there is
no ambiguity of A, then we simply put S ′ ≔ (S , A)′. A c ∈ A is said to be central in
A if c ∈ A′. For a commutative ring R, an R-algebra is a ring A endowed with a ring
homomorphism R → A whose image lies in A′.
Let k be a valuation field. We do not assume that the valuation is non-trivial. We
always fix a non-Archimedean norm | · | : k → [0,∞) associated to the valuation of k, and
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regard k as a topological field with respect to the induced ultrametric. A normed k-vector
space is a k-vector space V endowed with a non-Archimedean norm ‖ · ‖ : V → [0,∞)
with ‖av‖ = |a| ‖v‖ for any (a, v) ∈ k × V . For a normed k-vector space V , we set
V(1) ≔ { v ∈ V | ‖v‖ ≤ 1 } and V(1−) ≔ { v ∈ V | ‖v‖ < 1 }. In particular, we put
k◦ ≔ k(1) and k◦◦ ≔ k(1−). Then V(1−) ⊂ V(1) ⊂ V are k◦-submodules of V . We denote
by V the quotient k◦-module V(1)/V(1−). Since k◦◦ ⊂ k◦ is a unique maximal ideal, k is
a field. The action of k◦◦ on V is trivial, and hence V is a k-vector space.
Let k be a complete valuation field. A Banach k-vector space is a normed k-vector
space complete with respect to the ultrametric induced by the norm. For a Banach k-
vector space V , we denote by Endk(V) the k-algebra of k-linear endomorphisms of the
underlying k-vector space of V . The strong topology of Endk(V) is the locally convex
topology of pointwise convergence.
A Banach k-algebra is a k-algebra A endowed with a norm ‖ · ‖ : A → [0,∞)
satisfying the following:
(i) The underlying k-vector space of A endowed with ‖ · ‖ is is a Banach k-vector
space.
(ii) ‖ab‖ ≤ ‖a‖ ‖b‖ for any (a, b) ∈ A 2.
(iii) ‖1‖ ∈ { 0, 1 }.
(iv) ‖ca‖ = |c| ‖a‖ for any (c, a) ∈ k ×A .
We also denote by A the underlying Banach k-vector space. Then A (1−) ⊂ A (1) ⊂ A
are k◦-subalgebras, and A is a k-algebra. For example, for a Banach k-vector space V ,
the k-subalgebra Bk(V) ⊂ Endk(V) of continuous k-linear endomorphisms is a Banach
k-algebra with respect to the operator norm given in the following way:
‖ · ‖ : Bk(V) → [0,∞)
T 7→ sup
v∈V(1)
‖Tv‖ < ∞.
For a Banach k-algebra A , a Banach left A -module is a left A -module M endowed with
a complete non-Archimedean norm ‖ · ‖ : M → [0,∞) of the underlying k-vector space
with ‖am‖ ≤ ‖a‖ ‖m‖ for any (a,m) ∈ A × M.
A local field is a complete discrete valuation field k with finite residue field k. We
denote by p > 0 the characteristic of k.
1.2 Unitary Representation of a Topological Monoid
A topological monoid is a monoid M endowed with a topology with respect to which
the multiplication M × M → M is continuous. In this subsection, let k be a complete
valuation field, and M a topological monoid.
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Definition 1.1. A unitary representation of M over k is a pair (V, ρ) of a Banach k-
vector space V and a monoid homomorphism ρ : M → Endk(V) with respect to the
multiplication of Endk(V) such that ‖ρ(m)(v)‖ ≤ ‖v‖ for any (m, v) ∈ M × V and the
associated action
ρ˜ : M × V → V
(m, v) 7→ ρ(m)(v)
is continuous. A strictly Cartesian unitary representation of M over k is a unitary rep-
resentation (V, ρ) of M over k with ‖V‖ ⊂ |k|.
If k is a complete discrete valuation field or if V is of countable type, then the con-
dition ‖V‖ ⊂ |k| guarantees the existence of an orthonormal Schauder basis of V . This is
why we use the term “strictly Cartesian”.
The multiplicative submonoid Bk(V)(1) ⊂ Endk(V) of submetric k-linear endomor-
phisms is equicontinuous by Banach–Steinhaus theorem ([Sch02] Corollary 6.16), and
hence the continuity of the action ρ˜ is equivalent to the continuity of ρ with respect to the
strong topology of Endk(V).
Definition 1.2. Let (V, ρ) and (W, π) be unitary representations of M over k. We say that
(V, ρ) is isomorphic to (W, π) if there is a homeomorphic k-linear isomorphism V → W
preserving the action of M .
This relation is an equivalent relation. Beware that we do not assume that the iso-
morphism V → W is an isometry, and hence a replacement of the norm by an equivalent
norm with respect to which the action of M is unitary gives an isomorphism. In particu-
lar, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of finite
dimensional strictly Cartesian unitary representations of M over k and the set of isomor-
phism classes of finite dimensional continuous representations (V, ρ) of M over k which
are unitarisable by a norm ‖ · ‖ : V → k with ‖V‖ ⊂ |k|, and hence it can regarded as a
subset of the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional continuous representations
(V, ρ) of M over k. This identification relies on the fact that a Hausdorff locally convex
topology of a finite dimensional k-vector space is unique and a norm of it is unique up to
isomorphisms.
2 Decomposition of Rings
In this section, let k denote a local field. We deal with the relation between a decomposi-
tion of a ring by two-sided ideals and the reduction. A decomposition of a ring is given
by a central idempotent. We observe the lifting properties of idempotents first, and after
then we prove the compatibility of the semisimplicity and the reduction.
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2.1 Lifting of Idempotents
For a ring A, an e ∈ A is said to be an idempotent if e2 = e. We verify lifting properties of
idempotents for the reduction of Banach algebras. This is a generalisation of the lifting
property of (central) idempotents for the projection k◦[G] → k[G] for a finite group
G. Since the commutant is not compatible with the reduction in general, one needs to
calculate the commutator to lift a central idempotent.
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a Banach k-algebra with ‖A ‖ ⊂ |k|. For any idempotent
e ∈ A , there is an idempotent e ∈ A (1) such that e +A (1−) = e.
This is the simplest application of [Mih] Proposition 5.8 for an arbitrary lift P0 ∈
A (1) of e ∈ A . Since the proof of Proposition 5.8 for a general P0 is a little complicated,
we give a shortened proof for this simple case.
Proof. If e = 0, then e ≔ 0 is a desired idempotent. There it suffices to assume e , 0.
Take a lift P0 ∈ A (1) of e ∈ A . Since e is a non-zero idempotent, we have ‖A‖ = 1
and ‖A2 − A‖ < 1. We define a sequence (Pi)i∈N ∈ A (1)N inductively by the recurrence
relation Pi+1 ≔ −2P3i + 3P2i . Then for any i ∈ N,
Pi+1 − Pi = −2P3i + 3P2i − Pi = (−2Pi + 1)(P2i − Pi) ∈ A (1−)
and
P2i+1 − Pi+1 = (−2P3i + 3P2i )2 − (−2P3i + 3P2i ) = 4P6i − 12P5i + 9P4i + 2P3i − 3P2i
= (P2i − Pi)(4P4i − 8P3i + P2i + 3Pi) = (P2i − Pi)(4(P2i − Pi)2 − 3(P2i − Pi))
= 4(P2i − Pi)3 − 3(P2i − Pi)2.
Therefore
‖P2i+1 − Pi+1‖ ≤ ‖P2i − Pi‖2 ≤ · · · ≤ ‖P20 − P0‖2
i+1
= ‖A2 − A‖2i+1 i→∞−→ 0
and
‖Pi+1 − Pi+1‖ ≤ ‖(−2Pi + 1)‖ ‖(P2i − Pi)‖ = ‖P2i − Pi‖
i→∞−→ 0.
Thus (Pi)i∈N converges to a unique idempotent e ∈ A (1) with e − P0 ∈ A (1−) because
A (1) is a closed subset of a complete topological ring A . The relation e − P0 ∈ A (1−)
implies e +A (1−) = P0 +A (1−) = e. 
Corollary 2.2. Let A be a Banach k-algebra with ‖A ‖ ⊂ |k|, and O ⊂ A (1) a closed
k◦-subring. For any central idempotent e ∈ A , if e lies in the image of O, then there is
an central idempotent e ∈ A such that e ∈ O ⊂ A (1) and e +A (1−) = e.
Beware that the inclusion A ′ ⊂ A ′ is not an equality in general. Therefore the result
can not be obtained by simply applying Proposition 2.1 to the Banach k-algebra A ′.
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Proof. Taking an A ∈ A (1) as an element of O in the beginning of the proof of Propo-
sition 2.1, we obtain an idempotent e ∈ O with e + A (1) = e. Let a ∈ A . Assume
eae , ae. Since ‖A ‖ ⊂ |k|, there is a c ∈ k× such that c(eae − ae) ∈ A (1)\A (1−). Put
b ≔ c(eae− ae). Since e is an idempotent, eb− be ∈ A (1−). On the other hand, we have
eb = c(eae − eae) = 0, be = c(eae − ae) = b, and hence eb − be = −b. This contradicts
b < A (1−). Therefore eae = ae. Similarly eae = ea. Thus ae = eae = ea. We conclude
that e is central in A . 
2.2 Reductively Semisimple Banach Algebras
Let R be a ring. A left R-module M is said to be semisimple if M is the direct sum
of simple submodules. R is said to be a semisimple ring if its left regular module RR
is semisimple. We remark that R is semisimple if and only if every left R-module is
semisimple, and if and only if Jacobson radical of R is trivial. R is said to be a simple
ring if R possesses no non-trivial two-sided ideal. An Artinian simple ring is a semisimple
ring by Wedderburn’s theorem.
Let R be a ring. A semisimple R-algebra (resp. simple R-algebra) is an R-algebra
whose underlying ring is a semisimple ring (resp. a simple ring).
We give a criterion of the simplicity of the underlying k-algebra of a Banach k-algebra
by the reduction.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a Banach k-algebra with ‖A ‖ = |k|. If A is a finite dimen-
sional simple k-algebra, then the underlying k-algebra A is a finite dimensional simple
k-algebra.
Proof. Since A is of finite dimension, A (1) is a free k◦-module of finite rank. Indeed,
let a1, . . . an ∈ A be a k-basis, and take representatives a1, . . . , an ∈ A (1) of them. For a
uniformiser ̟ ∈ k◦◦, we have A (1−) = A (1)̟ and hence
A (1) = k◦a1 + · · · + k◦an +A (1−) = k◦a1 + · · · + k◦an +A (1)̟
= k◦a1 + · · · + k◦an + k◦a1̟ + · · · + k◦an̟ +A (1−)̟ = k◦a1 + · · · + k◦an +A (1)̟2
= · · · = k◦a1 + · · · + k◦an +A (1)̟N
for any N ∈ N. It implies that k◦a1 + · · · + k◦am ⊂ A (1) is a dense k◦-submodule.
It is the image of the continuous k◦-linear homomorphism (k◦)n → A (1) associated to
a1, . . . , an, and is closed because (k◦)n is compact and A (1) is Hausdorff. Therefore A (1)
is generated by a1, . . . , an. Since A (1) is torsion free, A (1) is a free k◦-module.
Since A is of finite dimension again, it is Artinian. By Wedderburn’s theorem, A
is isomorphic to a k-algebra Ml(D) of matrices over a division k-algebra D, and through
an identification A 
A −Alg Ml(D) every simple left A -module is isomorphic to the
natural representation Dl, where l ≔
√
n ∈ N. Take a representative µ of the unique
isomorphism class of simple left A -modules. Since A is semisimple, every left A -
module is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of µ.
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By ‖A ‖ ⊂ |k|, the norm of A coincides with the norm associated to the filtration
A (1) ) ̟A (1) ) ̟2A (1) ) · · · ) ⋂i∈N̟iA (1) = O. Since A (1) is a free k◦-module,
A is strictly Cartesian, and hence every closed k-vector subspace of A is strictly closed
by [BGR84] 2.4.2. Proposition 1. Since A is of finite dimension, every k-vector subspace
of A is closed, and hence strictly closed.
Let M , O be a cyclic left A -module, and ρM : A → Endk(M) the k-algebra homo-
morphism associated with the action of A on M. Let a ∈ ker(ρM). Assume a , 0. Since
‖A ‖ ⊂ |k|, there is a c ∈ k× such that ca ∈ A (1)\A (1−). Then ca ∈ ker(ρM). Since M is
cyclic, M is isomorphic to the quotient A /I by a left ideal I ( A . We identify M with
A /I and we endow M with the quotient seminorm. By the argument above, I is closed
and strictly closed in A . It implies that M is a left Banach A -module, and the identifica-
tion M BanA −Mod A /I induces an isomorphism M A −Mod A /I. Since ca ∈ A (1) acts
trivially on M(1), so does ca +A (1−) ∈ A on M. On the other hand, M is a direct sum
of µ, and hence ca + A (1−) acts trivially on the unique simple left A -module µ. Thus
ca+A (1−) is an element of Jacobson radical of A , which is trivial by the assumption of
the semisimplicity of A . It contradicts the fact ca ∈ A (1)\A (1−), and we obtain a = 0.
Thus ρM is injective.
We identify A as the underlying k-algebra. Since A is of finite dimension, A is
Artinian and hence admits a simple left module. Every simple left module is cyclic,
and hence A is a primitive ring by the argument above. It implies that a simple left
A -module M is unique up to isomorphisms, and ρM(A ) is strongly dense in the double
commutant EndEndρM (A )(M)(M) by Jacobson–Bourbaki density theorem ([Cri04] D 2.2).
Since M is of finite dimension, the density implies ρM(A ) = EndEndρM (A )(M)(M). It fol-
lows from Schur’s lemma that D ≔ EndρM(A )(M) is a division k-algebra, and hence
EndD(M) is isomorphic to the simple k-algebra MdimD M(D). We conclude that A is a
simple k-algebra. 
We note that the converse of Theorem 2.3 does not hold. For example, consider
the simple Q2-algebra M2(Q2) of finite dimension. It admits the operator norm with
respect to the natural module Q22 endowed with the norm associated to the canonical
basis. It is the norm associated to the integral model M2(Z2) ⊂ M2(Q2) and the 2-adic
filtration M2(Zp) ) 2M2(Z2) ) · · · ) ⋂i∈N 2iM2(Z2) = O. The reduction of M2(Q2) with
respect to the norm is M2(F2), and it is surely a simple F2-algebra. On the other hand,
M2(Q2) admits another equivalent norm. Consider the norm associated to the 2-adic
filtered integral model
(
Z2 Z2
2Z2 Z2
)
) 2
(
Z2 Z2
2Z2 Z2
)
) · · · )
⋂
i∈N
2i
(
Z2 Z2
2Z2 Z2
)
= O.
The reduction R of M2(Q2) with respect to the norm is naturally isomorphic to the F2-
subalgebra of M2(F22) F2−Alg M2(F2[X]/F2[X](X2 + X)) spanned by
e11 ≔
(
1 0
0 0
)
, e12 ≔
(
0 X
0 0
)
, e21 ≔
(
0 0
X + 1 0
)
, e22 ≔
(
0 0
0 1
)
.
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The F2-vector subspace
V ≔ F2
(
X
0
)
⊕ F2
(
0
1
)
⊂
(
F2[X]/F2(X2 + X)
)2
is stable under the action of R, and the matrix representations T11, T12, T21, T22 ∈ M2(F2)
of e11, e12, e21, e22 on V with respect to the F2-basis above are
T11 ≔
(
1 0
0 0
)
, T12 ≔
(
0 1
0 0
)
, T21 ≔
(
0 0
0 0
)
, T22 ≔
(
0 0
0 1
)
.
Therefore V is not completely reducible as a left R-module. Thus R is not a semisimple
F2-algebra.
Definition 2.4. Let F be a field. An F-algebra A is said to be pro-semisimple if there is
a faithful semisimple left A-module M such that every simple submodule of M is of finite
dimension and the image of A in EndF(M) is strongly closed with respect to the trivial
valuation of F and the trivial norm of M.
The strong closedness in the definition is equivalent with the weak closedness because
M is a direct sum of finite dimensional simple left A-modules. It follows from Jacobson–
Bourbaki density theorem ([Cri04] D 2.2) that A is isomorphic to the direct product of
simple F-algebras given as the double commutant EndEndF (µ)(µ) for a representative of
each isomorphism class of simple left A-submodules of M. In particular, presenting
the identity as the sequence of the identity of the simple F-algebras appearing in the
decomposition, we have a system of orthonormal primitive central idempotents of A.
Remark 2.5. If A is of finite dimension, then the pro-semisimplicity is equivalent to the
semisimplicity.
Remark 2.6. A pro-semisimple F-algebra A is a semisimple F-algebra if and only if A
is of finite dimension. Indeed, if A is of infinite dimension, its centre A′ is a direct product
of infinitely many fields of finite dimension over F. The spectrum of A′ is Stone– ˇCech
compactification of the discrete space given as the disjoint union of the spectra of the
fields, and it possesses a point corresponding to a non-principal ultrafilter of the discrete
set. Such a point corresponds to a non-projective maximal ideal of A′, and its commutant
is a two-sided ideal of A which is not generated by a central idempotent. Thus A is not a
semisimple F-algebra.
We verify the relation between a certain topological semisimplicity of a Banach k-
algebra A and the pro-semisimplicity of its reduction A .
Theorem 2.7. Let A be a Banach k-algebra with ‖A ‖ = |k|. If A is a pro-semisimple k-
algebra, then A admits a canonical dense two-sided ideal A◦ which is a direct sum of the
underlying left (A ×A op)-modules of simple A -algebras and whose simple components
are of finite dimension. Moreover, the decomposition of A◦ into simple components is
derived from a unique decomposition of A (1) ∩A◦ into indecomposable projective two-
sided ideals.
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In particular, Theorem states that the reduction respects the semisimplicity in the
finite dimensional case.
Proof. Since A is pro-semisimple, it admits a subset E of central idempotents such that
1 =
∑
e∈E e , ee
′ = 0 for any (e, e′) ∈ (E′)2 with e , e′, and A e is a simple ring of finite
dimension for any e ∈ E. Here the sum ∑e∈E e means the limit limS∈F (E) ∑e∈S e in the
strong topology of Endk(A A ) along the directed set F (E) ⊂ 2E of finite subsets. Now E
is the set of primitive central idempotents of A , and hence is independent of the choice
of a faithful semisimple left A -module M in the definition of the pro-semisimplicity.
By Corollary 2.2, A admits a subset E of central idempotents such that 1 = ∑e∈E e,
e ∈ A (1), and the correspondence e 7→ e + A (1−) ∈ A gives a bijective map E → E.
Here the sum
∑
e∈E e means the strong limit again but not the limit in the norm topology.
Moreover, since (e + A (1−))(e′ + A (1−)) = 0 and ee′ = e′e, we have ee′ = 0 for any
(e, e′) ∈ E2 with e , e′. Indeed, ee′ is an idempotent with ee′ ∈ A (1−). Every element
of A (1−) is topologically nilpotent, and an idempotent is topologically nilpotent if and
only if it is zero.
Thus we have obtained a semisimple two-sided ideal A◦ ≔
⊕
e∈E A e ⊂ A , and
it is dense because the directed system (∑e∈S e)S ∈F (E) of central idempotents along the
directed set F (E) ⊂ 2E of finite subsets forms an approximate unit. The decomposition
of A◦ is the orthonormal direct sum of normed k-vector spaces because it is derived
from the system of orthonormal idempotents with norm 1. This gives a decomposition
A (1)∩A◦ =
⊕
e∈E A (1)e. The reduction of A e is the simple A -algebra A (e+A (1−))
for any e ∈ E. This completes the proof by Theorem 2.3. 
We remark that the norm of A is restored from the canonical dense integral model
A (1) ∩A◦. Indeed, A (1) coincides with the ̟-adic completion of A (1) ∩A◦ endowed
with the ̟-adic norm because A (1−) ∩ A◦ = ̟(A (1) ∩ A◦), where ̟ ∈ k◦◦ is a
uniformiser.
Corollary 2.8. Let A be a Banach k-algebra with ‖A ‖ = |k|. If A is a finite dimen-
sion semisimple k-algebra, then the underlying k-algebra of A is a finite dimensional
semisimple k-algebra. Moreover, the decomposition of A into simple A -algebras is de-
rived from a unique decomposition of A (1) into indecomposable projective two-sided
ideals.
A counterexample of the converse of Corollary 2.8 is given by a unitary representa-
tion of a p-group. For example, consider the group algebra Q2[Z/2Z]. It is semisimple
because ch(Q2) = 0. It admits the norm associated to the integral model Z2[Z/2Z] ⊂
Q2[Z/2Z] and the 2-adic filtration Z2[Z/2Z] ) 2Z2[Z/2Z] ) · · · )
⋂
i∈N 2iZ2[Z/2Z] =
O, and its reduction with respect to the norm is the group algebra F2[Z/2Z] F2−Alg
F2[X]/F2[X](X2 + 1) F2−Alg F2[Y]/F2[Y]Y2. It is a local commutative ring which is not a
field, and hence is not a simple ring. It is remarkable thatQ2[Z/2Z] admits another equiv-
alent norm which gives a semisimple reduction. Put σ ≔ [0+2Z]+ [1+2Z] ∈ Z2[Z/2Z].
Consider the norm associated to the integral model Z2[Z/2Z][2−1σ] ⊂ Q2[Z/2Z] and the
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2-adic filtration Z2[Z/2Z][2−1σ] ) 2Z2[Z/2Z][2−1σ] ) · · · )
⋂
i∈N 2iZ2[Z/2Z][2−1σ] =
O. This is the operator norm with respect to the regular representation identified with the
orthogonal direct sum of the two characters Z/2Z→ Q×2 : [1 + 2Z] 7→ ±1. The reduction
of Q2[Z/2Z] with respect to the norm is F22, and this is a semisimple F2-algebra.
3 Connection to Representation Theory
We continue to assume that the base field k is a local field. We apply the results in §2.2
to the operator algebra A associated to a unitary representation of a topological monoid
M . As we referred in §0, the integral model A (1) of A possesses enough operators
unlike the image of the integral model k◦[M ] ⊂ k[M ] so that the reduction respects the
semisimplicity of the natural left module. There is a problem that it is a little difficult
to determine the structure of the operator algebra A and hence the semisimplicity of the
reductive operator algebra A in a direct way. We establish a way to calculate A without
determining A by a repetitive reduction method. This algorithm might contain infinitely
many steps in general, but when we deal with a finite dimensional representation, then
the algorithm stops in finite steps.
3.1 Semisimplicity of a Unitary Representation
We apply the result of §2.2 to an operator algebra associated to a unitary representation
of a topological monoid M . This gives a criterion of the semisimplicity of the represen-
tation. The reduction of a representation itself does not preserve the semisimplicity. The
unit ball of the operator algebra is larger than the image of the integral model k◦[M ] of
k[M ], and its reduction possesses enough operators for the semisimplicity of the natural
left module to be preserved, while the image of k[M ] does not.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a topological monoid, and (V, ρ) a finite dimensional strictly
Cartesian unitary representation of M over k. Denote by A the closure of the image of
k[M ] by the k-linear extension of ρ in the Banach k-algebra Bk(V) of continuous k-linear
endomorphisms endowed with the operator norm. If A is a semisimple k-algebra, then
(V, ρ) is a semisimple representation of M .
Proof. Since V is of finite dimension, so is A . Therefore A is a finite dimensional
semisimple k-algebra by Corollary 2.8, and A admits central idempotents e1, . . . , em ∈
A (1) such that 1 = e1 + · · · + em, eie j = 0 for any (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . ,m} with i , j, and
A ei is an Artinian simple k-algebra with precisely one isomorphism class of simple left
modules for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Then V decomposes into simple left A -submodules.
Let W ⊂ V be a simple left A -submodule. Since A contains the image of k[M ], W
is a left k[M ]-submodule. We denote by ρW : M → Endk(W) the restriction of ρ on
W, and verify that (W, ρW) is a irreducible representation of M over k. Let W ′ ⊂ W be a
subrepresentation of M . Then W ′ is a left k[M ]-submodule of W, and aw is contained in
the closure of W ′ for any (a,w) ∈ A ×W ′. On the other hand, W ′ ⊂ W is closed because
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W is of finite dimension, and hence W ′ is a left A -submodule of W. Since W is a simple
left A -module, we obtain W ′ = O or W ′ = W. Thus W is a irreducible representation of
M . We conclude that V decomposes into irreducible subrepresentations of M . 
Theorem 3.1 is a partial generalisation of [Mih] Theorem 5.7. A representation of
a single operator corresponds to a representation of the discrete Abelian monoid N, and
[Mih] Theorem 5.7 gives a criterion of the semisimplicity of the corresponding repre-
sentation by the repetition of finitely many reductions. The reason why we considered a
reduction only once in Theorem 3.1 is because we deal with the case when A is known.
The repetition of reductions corresponds to the repetitive calculation necessary to deter-
mine the reductive operator algebra A . The following explains the correspondence.
Let M be a topological monoid, and (V, ρ) a strictly Cartesian unitary representation
of M over k. Since the valuation of k is discrete and ‖V‖ ⊂ |k|, the operator norm of
Bk(V) coincides with the supremum norm of coefficients of the matrix presentation with
respect to an orthonormal Schauder basis, and Bk(V) is naturally isomorphic to Endk(V).
Denote byΠ : Bk(V)(1) ։ Endk(V) the canonical projection. Take a uniformiser ̟ ∈ k◦◦.
Set A0 ≔ k◦[M ] ⊂ k[M ]. Remark that the image of A0 by the k-linear extension
k[ρ] of ρ is contained in Bk(V)(1). We define Ai ⊂ k[ρ]−1(Bk(V)(1)) in an inductive
way on i ∈ N. Suppose that Ai ⊂ k[ρ]−1(Bk(V)(1)) is defined for an i ∈ N. Then
we set Ai+1 ≔ Ai + ̟−1 ker(Π ◦ k[ρ]|Ai) ⊂ k[ρ]−1(Bk(V)(1)). For each i ∈ N, we put
αi ≔ im(Π ◦ k[ρ]|Ai) ⊂ Endk(V).
Proposition 3.2. The reduction A of the closure A of im(k[ρ]) ⊂ Bk(V) coincides with⋃
i∈N αi.
Proof. Let f ∈ k[ρ]−1(Bk(V)(1)). If f ∈ k◦[M ] = A0, then f ∈ ⋃i∈N A0. Otherwise,
take an h ∈ N such that ̟h+1 f ∈ k◦[M ]\̟k◦[M ], where ̟ ∈ k◦◦ is a uniformiser.
Then ̟h+1−i f ∈ ker(Π ◦ k[ρ]|Ai) for any i ∈ {0, . . . , h} and f ∈ Ah+1 ⊂
⋃
i∈N A0. Thus
k[ρ]−1(Bk(V)(1)) = ⋃i∈N A0. We conclude
A = im
(
Π ◦ k[ρ]|k[ρ]−1(Bk(V)(1))
)
= im
(
Π ◦ k[ρ]|⋃i∈N Ai
)
=
⋃
i∈N
im (Π ◦ k[ρ]|Ai)
=
⋃
i∈N
αi.

Corollary 3.3. Suppose that there is an n ∈ N such that the increasing sequence∑
m∈M
kρ(m) = α0 ⊂ α1 ⊂ α2 ⊂ · · ·
of k-vector subspaces of Endk(V) satisfies αn = αn+1 = · · · . Then the reduction A of the
closure A of im(k[ρ]) ⊂ Bk(V) coincides with αn.
In particular, the stability condition holds for a finite dimensional representation.
Thus A can be calculated in finite steps with the reductions. These correspond to the
repetition of the reductions in [Mih] Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.20. We will compute
A for several basic examples in §3.2.
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3.2 Examples
We give several basic examples of the calculation of the reduction A of the operator
algebra A associated to a unitary representation in the way with the repetitive reduction
method we considered in §3.1.
Example 3.4. Consider the strictly Cartesian unitary representation
ρ : Z2 → EndQ2(Q22) Q2−Alg M2(Q2)
a 7→
(
1 a
0 1
)
of the topological Abelian monoid Z2 over Q2, where Q22 is endowed with the norm as-
sociated to the canonical basis. Then (Q22, ρ) is not semisimple. The closed Q2-algebra
A ≔ Q2[ρ](Q2[Z2]) can be easily computed as
A = Q2
(
1 0
0 1
)
⊕ Q2
(
0 1
0 0
)
,
and this is isomorphic to Q2[X]/Q2[X]X2, which is not a semisimple ring. Its reduction
is isomorphic to F2[X]/F2[X]X2, and it is not a semisimple ring, either.
Example 3.5. Let M be the free product Z2 ∗ Z2 of the copies of the underlying group
of Z2. We denote by ι1 (resp. ι2) the embedding Z2 ֒→ M as the first (resp. second)
component. Consider the strictly Cartesian unitary representation
ρ : M → EndQ2(Q22) Q2−Alg M2(Q2)
ι1(a) 7→
(
1 a
0 1
)
ι2(a) 7→
(
1 0
a 1
)
of the discrete monoid M over Q2, where Q22 is endowed with the norm associated to the
canonical basis. Then (Q22, ρ) is irreducible. By the simplicity of Q22 as a left Q2[M ]-
module, the closed Q2-algebra A ≔ Q2[ρ](Q2[M ]) is the full matrix algebra M2(Q2) by
Jacobson–Bourbaki density theorem ([Cri04] D 2.2). This fact guarantees that A is the
full matrix algebra M2(F2), which is a simple F2-algebra. Indeed, the reduction ρ of ρ is
given as
ρ : Z2 ∗ Z2 → EndF2(F22) F2−Alg M2(F2)
ι1(a) 7→
(
1 a + 2Z2
0 1
)
ι2(a) 7→
(
1 0
a + 2Z2 1
)
,
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and hence
α0 ⊃ F2 +
∑
i=1,2
F2(Π ◦ F2[ρ])([ιi(1)] − 1) + F2(Π ◦ F2[ρ])(([ι1(1)] − 1)([ι2(1)] − 1))
= F2
(
1 0
0 1
)
⊕ F2
(
0 1
0 0
)
⊕ F2
(
0 0
1 0
)
⊕ F2
(
1 0
0 0
)
= M2(F2).
Thus A = M2(F2).
Example 3.6. Let M , ι1, ι2 be as above. Consider the strictly Cartesian unitary repre-
sentation
ρ : M → EndQ2(Q22) Q2−Alg M2(Q2)
ι1(a) 7→
(
1 a
0 1
)
ι2(a) 7→
(
1 0
2a 1
)
of the discrete monoid M over Q2, where Q22 is endowed with the norm associated to the
canonical basis. Then (Q22, ρ) is irreducible. By the simplicity of Q22 as a left Q2[M ]-
module, the closed Q2-algebra A ≔ Q2[ρ](Q2[M ]) is the full matrix algebra M2(Q2) by
Jacobson–Bourbaki density theorem ([Cri04] D 2.2). This fact guarantees that A is the
full matrix algebra M2(F2), which is a simple F2-algebra. We calculate A without use of
the irreducibility in the way in Corollary 3.3. The reduction ρ of ρ is given as
ρ : Z2 ∗ Z2 → EndF2(F22) F2−Alg M2(F2)
ι1(a) 7→
(
1 a + 2Z2
0 1
)
ι2(a) 7→
(
1 0
0 1
)
,
and hence
α0 = F2
(
1 0
0 1
)
⊕ F2
(
0 1
0 0
)
.
Moreover, ker(Π ◦ Q2[ρ]|A0) contains [ι2(1)] − 1 and ([ι2(1)] − 1)([ι1(1)] − 1), and hence
Z2[Z2 ∗ Z2] + Z2(2−1([ι2(1)]− 1)) + Z22−1([ι2(1)] − 1)([ι1(1)] − 1) ⊂ A1. It implies that α1
contains the F2-vector subspace
α0 + F2(Π ◦ Q2[ρ]|A0)
([ι2(1)] − 1
2
)
+ F2(Π ◦Q2[ρ]|A0)
(([ι2(1)] − 1)([ι1(1)] − 1)
2
)
= α0 + F2
(
0 0
1 0
)
+ F2
(
1 0
0 0
)
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= F2
(
1 0
0 0
)
⊕ F2
(
0 0
0 1
)
⊕ F2
(
0 1
0 0
)
⊕ F2
(
0 0
1 0
)
= M2(F2).
Thus we have succeeded in computing A = M2(F2).
4 p-adic Unitary Dual
We continue to assume that the base field k is a local field. We observe the relation
between the central idempotents arising in the repetitive reduction method in the calcula-
tion of the reductive operator algebra A associated to an infinite dimensional semisimple
multiplicity free unitary representation of a profinite group G and the topology of the p-
adic unitary dual ˇG of G. The case is much simpler when G is an Abelian profinite group.
This observation connects the repetitive reduction method to Amice’s theory of Fourier
transform.
4.1 Refined Fell Topology
In this subsection, let G be a profinite group. We introduce the notion of the p-adic
dual ˇG of G. We endow it with a certain topology finer than the ordinary topology. The
definition of the p-adic unitary dual is easily extended to that of a locally profinite group,
but we see only a profinite group in this paper.
Definition 4.1. We denote by ˇGk the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional
strictly Cartesian irreducible unitary representations of G over k . We endow ˇGk with the
topology generated by subsets of the following form:
U(V,ρ),r,S ,S ′ ≔
 I ∈ ˇG
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃(W, π) ∈ I, ∃ι1 : S → W, ∃ι2 : S ′ → Homk(W, k), s.t.
|s′(k[ρ](a)(s)) − ι2(s′)(k[π](a)(ι1(s)))| ≤ r,
∀(a, s, s′) ∈ k◦[G] × S × S ′

where (V, ρ) is a finite dimensional strictly Cartesian irreducible unitary representation
of G over k, r ∈ (0, 1], S ⊂ V is a finite subset, and S ′ ⊂ Homk(V, k) is a finite subset.
The class ˇGk is not a proper class because every finite dimensional unitary represen-
tation of G over k is presented as a continuous group homomorphism G → GLn(k◦). We
remark that ˇGk has enough points because admissible representations of G over k sep-
arates points of G. In the definition of U(V,ρ),r,S ,S ′, one may naturally replace k◦[G] by
the Iwasawa algebra k◦[[G]], which is a compact Hausdorff linear topological k◦-algebra.
This topology is finer than Fell topology. Such refinement is not useful for the unitary
dual over C because C[G] is not totally bounded for any Hausdorff locally convex topol-
ogy.
For every I ∈ ˇG, take a representative (VI, ρI) ∈ I. We denote by V the completion of⊕
I∈ ˇGk VI regarded as the orthogonal direct sum of normed k-vector spaces. The topology
of ˇGk is T1 by Jacobson-Bourbaki density theorem ([Cri04] D 2.2). In other words, the
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k-algebra homomorphism ∏I∈ ˇGk ρI : k[G] → k ⊗k◦ ∏I∈ ˇGk Bk(VI)(1) ⊂ Bk(V) is injective.
The density theorem guarantees that the image is strongly dense. We denote by A (resp.
A0) the closure of the image of k[G] (resp. k◦[G]) in the norm topology. For every integral
model O ⊂ k[G], every orthonormal system of central idempotents of the strong closure
of the image of gives a partition of ˇGk into clopen subsets. In particular, the lift E0 ⊂ A0 ⊂∏
I∈ ˇGk Bk(VI)(1) of the set of primitive central idempotent of α0 ≔ A0/(A0 ∩ A (1)) ⊂∏
I∈ ˇGk EndkV given by Corollary 2.2 as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 yields a canonical
partition of ˇGk. This is a generalisation of the block decomposition of the unitary dual
of a finite group. Moreover, defining Ai in a inductive way on i ∈ N similar with that in
§3.1, we obtain a refinement sequence of partitions of ˇGk. This repetition of infinitely
many refinements corresponds to the repetition of infinitely many reductions in [Mih] as
is observed in Proposition 3.3 in the finite dimensional case.
We will observe the most basic example of the structure of this system in §4.2. A
system of partitions by clopen subsets works well for a non-Archimedean uniform space.
Here a uniform space is said to be non-Archimedean if it admits a fundamental system of
entourages consisting of equivalence relations. A profinite space has a canonical Haus-
dorff non-Archimedean uniform structure, and hence a restriction of the system on a
profinite subset helps us to understand it well.
4.2 Relation to Amice’s Theory
Let G be the profinite group Zp. We fix an algebraic closure C of Qp and denote by Cp
the completion of C with respect to the norm associated to the unique extension of the
valuation of Qp. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the open unit disc 1+C◦◦p
centred at 1 ∈ Cp and the set of continuous characters Zp → C×p sending an a ∈ 1 + C◦◦p
to the character χa : Zp → C×p with χa(1) = a. The latter set coincides with the set of the
isomorphism classes of finite dimensional strictly Cartesian irreducible representation of
Zp over C by Schur’s lemma. Let k/Qp be a local field contained in Cp. Then every
continuous character of Zp on k corresponds to the open unit disc 1 + k◦◦ ⊂ 1 + C◦◦p .
Other finite dimensional strictly Cartesian irreducible unitary representations of Zp on k
are not absolutely irreducible and correspond to conjugacy classes of 1 + C◦◦ ⊂ 1 + C◦◦p
with respect to the natural action of the absolute Galois group Gal(C/k). Thus we obtain
a bijective map ˇGk → (1 + C)/Gal(C/k). Beware that every finite extension K/k is not
necessarily strictly Cartesian with respect to the norm induced by the unique extension
of the valuation of k, and hence one needs to consider an equivalent norm as a k-vector
space. However, as we remarked at the end of §1.2, the norm of the underlying Banach
k-vector space is not an invariant of an isomorphism class of representations unlike the
equivalence class of norms. Therefore the norm of K associated to the valuation works
well when we calculate the k-rational descent Zp → Autk(K) of a K-rational character
Zp → K× concretely. We also remark that the fundamental system (U(V,ρ),r,S ,S ′)(V,ρ),r,S ,S ′ of
the topology of ˇGk does not reflect the norm of V in the parameter.
By the argument above, calculation of the topology of ˇGk using the valuation of Qp
guarantees that the set-theoretical identification ˇGk → (1 + C)/Gal(C/k) is a homeo-
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morphism. In particular, the subset ˇG(k) ⊂ ˇGk of isomorphism classes of continuous
characters is homeomorphic to the open unit disc 1 + k◦◦. We compute the restriction
of the system of partitions on ˇG(k) given at the end of §4.1. We follow the notation in
§4.1. By Amice’s theory of Fourier transform of Zp, A ⊂
∏
a∈1+C◦◦ Bk(k(a))(1) coincides
with a strongly dense k-algebra of the Banach k-algebra k[[Zp]] Bank−Alg k[[T − 1]] of
formal power series regarded as a closed k-subalgebra Cbd(1 +C,Cp) of bounded contin-
uous Cp-valued functions on 1 + C. The restriction of the supremum norm on k[[T − 1]]
coincides with the Gauss norm. The integral model A0 coincides with a strongly dense
k◦-subalgebra of k◦[[Zp]] Topk◦−Alg k◦[[T − 1]]. Since k◦[[T − 1]] is an integral domain,
the partition of ˇG(k) = 1 + k◦◦ corresponding to A0 is trivial. Take a uniformiser ̟ ∈ k◦◦.
For each i ∈ N, the integral model Ai contains ̟−i(T − 1)i ∈ k[[T − 1]], and the cor-
responding partition is finer than or equal to the partition given by the quotient modulo
̟i+1k◦, i.e. the canonical projection
1 + k◦◦ = 1 +̟k◦ =
⊔
σ∈̟k◦/̟i+1k◦
1 + σ։ 1 +̟k◦/̟i+1k◦ ⊂ k◦/̟i+1k◦.
On the other hand, starting from k◦[[T − 1]], we define an increasing filtration B0 ⊂ B1 ⊂
B2 ⊂ · · · dominating A0 ⊂ A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · as
k◦[[T − 1]] ⊂ k◦[[T − 1]] + k◦T − 1
̟
⊂ k◦[[T − 1]] + k◦T − 1
̟
+ k◦ (T − 1)
2
̟2
⊂ · · · ⊂ k◦
[[
T − 1
̟
]]
.
The system of partitions associated to B0 ⊂ B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂ · · · is given by the sequence of
projections
1 +̟k◦/̟2k◦ և 1 +̟k◦/̟3k◦ և · · ·և 1 +̟k◦ = 1 + k◦◦.
Thus the system of partitions associated to A0 ⊂ A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · is the same one.
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